Diagram Features Extended-Length OSB Sheathing

Instructions printed herein are suggested best practices for installing TuffStrand® OSB by RoyOMartin. For more info, scan QR code at left or visit products.royomartin.com.
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CAUTION: over-nailing will cause wall buckling and/or column flex
6d fasteners [2" length] [0.113" diameter]
staples not recommended
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Best Practices: Minimizing Wall Buckling & Column Flex

If roof span is >32’ 2” x 6” exterior studs should be used

>12’ between exterior wall and nearest interior wall

Interi or walls

If distance between exterior load bearing wall is >12’, 2” x 6” studs should be used for exterior walls or design walls

Maximum wall height 10’

If roof span is <32’ and distance between load-bearing exterior wall and nearest interior wall is <12’, 2” x 4” studs may be used for both exterior and interior walls

6d fasteners [2” length] [.113” diameter] staples not recommended
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